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Who is a Constrained
Investor®?
The good news is Constrained Investors reach
retirement with savings. However, the amount they’ve
saved isn’t high compared to the level of monthly
income they want their savings to produce. In practice,
Constrained Investors have little margin for investing
mistakes. Therefore, choosing investments that seek
to produce the highest after-tax and after-fee rates-ofreturn is important in helping the retiree create higher
levels of durable monthly income.
It’s easy for financial advisors to identify Constrained
Investors. Typically, they have no formal written plan for
creating retirement income. In general, they don’t know
how much of their savings they can safely spend each
month. Because of these conditions, the Constrained
Investor may have a reduced chance of creating
inflation-adjusted income that lasts for life.
Because risk mitigation is disproportionately important
to Constrained Investors, financial advisors who
counsel them should seek to mitigate financial risks,
such as Timing Risk, that can impair their ability to
create income. Why? Simply being unlucky in the timing
of one’s retirement- in other words, just picking a “bad
year” – or even a “bad month” to retire may cause the
Constrained Investor to run out of money before he
or she runs out of life. Luck- good or bad- shouldn’t
determine a retiree’s standard of living.
Finally, Constrained Investors tend to have little or no
protection against the risk of outliving their incomes.
Therefore, they often benefit from having an element of
predictable lifetime income - an income “floor”- as part
of their overall investing strategy.

Constrained Investor: No Plan. No Clue?
Without a formal, written plan for producing their monthly income, financial security in retirement is less certain for
Constrained Investors than it could be. No income plan likely means that the retiree has (1) no time-segmentation
plan for their retirement assets; (2) no overall strategy for selecting the appropriate investments in the context of
generating income, and, (3), no “floor” of predictable, lifetime income for building a buffer to meet long-term essential
expenses. Without a plan, without selecting the right investments, and without an appropriate “floor,” Constrained
Investors may be denied their best chance of financial success in retirement..

Deliver the Knowledge Constrained Investors Need.
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How We Educate
Constrained Investors®
HUMAN Robo

TM

The Mechanism: HumanRobo delivers a 20-minute educational “experience” over the Internet that is exactly what
the Constrained Investor needs to see and hear.

The Story: Amazingly, the complete client presentation of The Income for Life Model® is delivered digitally.

Constrained Investors learn why they should segment their retirement assets, why an income “floor” is vital, and
why protection against The Three Big Risks is critical to achieving retirement security.

The Result: When you meet with a prospect who has interacted with your HumanRobo, the meeting dynamics

are different. It’s less about you recommending the income strategy to the prospect, and more about implementing
the strategy which the prospect already believes in. That saves you time and boosts your productivity.
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The Three Big Risks

TM

Priority One:
Protection
Address the Constrained Investor’s
Risks in Retirement by Educating on The
Three Big RisksTM.
Educating constrained investors on The 3 Big RisksTM is
essential. We make it easy. In fact, we’ve automated it!
Your HumanRobo ® delivers a powerful client
presentation we call What’s MY Income? ®. The
presentation describes three big risks that Constrained
Investors urgently need to understand: Timing Risk,
Inflation Risk, and Longevity Risk. The presentation
addresses these complex issues, but in “dejargoned”
language that your prospects and clients can easily
understand. Once Constrained Investors know about
The Three Big Risks, expect them to demand a strategy
that protects against them.

Focus Prospects on These Critical
Questions:
•
•
•

What if I pick a bad year to retire?
Will my income keep pace with rising prices?
Will my income last for my entire lifetime?

DIGITAL SALES AND PROSPECTING TOOLS THAT NO
OTHER RETIREMENT INCOME SOLUTION CAN MATCH.
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We are Strengthening Financial
Advisors
How will focusing on Constrained Investor® help you?
•
•
•

It provides a theme that immediately “grabs” the prospect’s interest
It positions you to ask the all-important question: What’s Your Income?®
It leads to the prospect wanting a Personalized Analysis of The Income for Life Model®

The Constrained Investor®
Client Meeting
A one-hour meeting with the Constrained Investor focusing on the
theme “What’s My Income?®. The customer meeting is roughly divided
into three twenty-minute segments.

The first 20-minutes will
be spent by the client
and advisor watching
the video presentation
together.

The middle 20-minute segment
will be taken-up by the advisor
doing data gathering and walking
through the ROI Reliability Of
Income Calculator to determine the
appropriate “flooring” component
of the customer’s plan.
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The final 20-minutes will
be dedicated to Q&A
and preparation of The
Income for Life Model®
Personalized Analysis.

Deliver You...Digitally
Reach More Constrained Investors with a
Message That’s as Exclusive as the Plan.
Wealth2k has developed a revolutionary, personalized
digital sales tool we call HumanRobo® to help you both
best-serve Constrained Investors and win management
of their assets. You must join the digital revolution by
bringing a powerful digital component to your sales and
marketing efforts, or you’ll be left behind. Wealth2k
makes it easy.

All-Exclusive - To Put You Ahead of Your
Competition.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Constrained Investor®
What’s My Income®
The Three Big RisksTM
HumanRobo®
ROI Reliability of Income®
Develop more planning meetings
Enhance Compliance
Attract more new clients and assets

01. Engage Customer Online
02. Build Demand
03. Make More Sales

Launch the Experience
It just takes these simple words: “I want
you to invest 20-minutes to learn how
to turn your savings into lifetime,
inflation-adjusted income.”

Why Human Robo® ?
Where tightening compliance requirements and financial
technology intersect, change beyond our imaginations will
emerge. One example from Japan: “A major life insurance
company will deploy humanoid robots nationwide this
autumn, using them to wait on customers at its offices
and sending them out on sales calls.”
Rather than disintermediate or commoditize the financial
advisor, Wealth2k believes that it’s better to use digital
strategies and exclusive content to strengthen the
human-to-human relationship. New technological
capabilities can extend your reach, differentiate you in
an important market and enhance your image. Doing less
is taking on an imprudent level of business risk.
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About Growing Your Practice
In a marketplace where product and advice commoditization poses a
grave threat, attracting new clients and investment assets is the number one
business challenge facing the majority of financial advisors.
• Satisfied with your business development results?
• Need to market more effectively?
• Would a turnkey lead-generation solution help you grow assets?

UpSellerateTM is Your Solution
UpSellerateTM is a subscription lead-generation solution that creates highlytargeted and highly-coordinated prospecting campaigns that seamlessly blend
“smart” direct mail, Facebook marketing, Google search advertising, customized
landing page, telephone response, with tracking, behavioral retargeting and
“LeadMatch.” It’s an industry first, and exclusively available from Wealth2k. See
the future of financial advisor marketing. Turnkey. EVERYTHING is done for you.

Visit www.UpSellerate.com
TM

www.incomeforlifemodel.com
1-800-200-9404, Option 1
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